FRANCE DOES
HONOR TO KRUGER

His Progress is a Grand Triumphant Tour.

MORE OF MEXICAN WHITE INDIANS.

Begg Cluff Continues His Investigations—At a Ranch in Southwestern Mexico—Mexican Exterminating Expedition Tenderly Well—Running a Mexican Ranch—The Maying Yanks and Mexicans.

KENTUCKY NOW TRANS BIG GUNS ON MOROCCO.

Proceeds Reinforce Tangier to Endure Our Claim for the Killing of an American Citizen.

A cordial note with their line address.

BEAGLE.

President's Chinese Policy.

In Waiting for Confirmation of the Reported Agreement.

AND THEN UNFOLDS HIS PLAN.

Here How Suggestions Fraught for Chinese Empire—What India Is Expected.

A cordial note with their line address.

ONE MORE CASE OF THE BURLESQUE.
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